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METAL IMPACT

END BY DAWN

something from space
infect the human race
a virus that leads us
sent from a strange base

i thought what i feel
is absolutly real
torment in my mind
is more present as steel

we lost community
no contact on tv
cybrains attact us
to destroy our destiny

rotation in a wild
desert of blind tales
if i want to live i hope
it works for me
oh i will fight
with all my power
i am the one who says
how we are living for

no flying satelites
interference
hit the sky
music fills the night
for metal we will fight
metal impact-scream for
vengeance
metal impact-sleep bloody
hate
metal impact-but we`ll fight
metal impact-with the demon
now we have the contact
reached our goal
dark wishes path away
swallowed by black holes
we have the answer
and we are not alone
deep in space
we wanna win the race

end by dawn
painless awake
i say end by dawn
i awake painless and free
i`ll bite unkown bullets,
so rough
pray to my gods, to be
tuff
let`s start to believe
this way

GHOSTS
sometimes in a starry night
you can see them ride
better to take shelter
to get out of their sight
hunting through the night
they come for your mind
got no place to hide
beware the pack of hell
look up into the sky
you will see them fly
riding clouds from coast to coast
they`re ghosts-they`re ghosts
demons from the other side
filled with black souls
watching out for victims
to kill is their goal
when you are lying in your bed
dreaming about your death
crawling inside your dream
and nobody can hear you scream

BETWEEN THE GATES
you`re at an age
all around you cries stop
play no more metal
but you can`t get enough
they try to stop you
day by day
but you still shout out
get out of my metal way
here i`m standing
between my gates
my metal soul goes on and on
be my brother or an enemy
my tempest has just begun
between the gates
older and older
together with my brothers
we stand proud
shoulder by shoulder
no one can say
how we have to play
harder or louder
we spit on,what they say

DARKER THAN HELL

DROP

i find myself inside a room
standing here all alone
darkness will come soon
carry a heart full of stone
got no more tricks to show
feeling like a helpless slave
got no place to hide or go
a man one step before the grave

i try to be the best
one man against the rest
i am the chosen one
born of the seventh son

looking through the window of my soul
hear the churchbell ring my toll
darker
darker
darker
better

than
than
than
than

hell-my soul begins to rot
hell-inside my heartblood
hell-but i will survive
hell is, hold on to life

here i`m back from the grave
to make a step into the light
i don`t wanna be nobody`s slave
i`ve changed my sight
coming out from the dark
all i need is a helping hand
to light up my fire
into the future land
looking through the window of my soul
and i will see a better goal

it is in my blood
i`m feeling like a god
can`t you see the sign
now starts my time
crying for a sign
that heaven could be mine
be the only one
shining like the sun
i should fly
like a phoenix in the sky
falling down from the top
drop
now i`m standing here
with a heart full of fear
i`m walking in the dark
looking for a spark
feeling so cold inside
sorrounded by the night
i try to break free
to be the one i should be

MASTER OF STRINGS

SKULLBREAKER

welcome to the darkside of your
dreams
i am the one to let them arise
you`re the toy inside my games
i set your soul in flames

a savior comes from the sky
to see mankind on its knees
riding on clouds of thunder
a man against peace

like a marionette
dancing at my strings
you are like a bird
with broken wings
you`re a puppet on the strings
i say go and you start to sing
i`m the one inside your head
call me the master
of life and death
you try to break out of my spell
but i`m inside your little hell
still you`re waiting for a sign
but you will be always mine

he`s a bone crushing alien
from another galaxy
the smell of blood
drives him into extasy
skullbreaker-a dark angel of sin
skullbreaker-prey deep from within
see the coldness in his eyes
the wildness of a hurricane
he sucks out your soul
with a burning laser flame

THE HIDDEN
thinking about the times
where metal was a choice
we stood together
to make some heavy noise
call us the hidden
behind the nameless crowd
we enjoy our music
and play it loud
we are the hidden
with our decision

million metalheads
and one mission
the hidden
we are prisoners
inside a sound called time
still we are waiting
for the final sign
oh, we wanna return
to bring it to an end
we fight for everyone

who is our friend
we are on a travel
on a road of metal
freedom names
the horse we saddle
warriors for the future
so let it be written
defenders of metal
praise the hidden
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HOUSE OF HORROR

INSIDE MY HEAD

welcome to my nightmare
take a step into my world
come on get out of your chair
even to fly like a bird

i`m drifting from side to side
my mind plays games with me
too much stories deep inside
no chance to find a key

i‘ll show you beautyful colors
you`ve never seen before
unlock your little soul
i open for you every door

my dreams are filled up with
pain
still it`s driving me insane
can you hear my screams
they`re always in vain

toys try to make you insane
in my little childhood room
madness comes over you
inside this dreams of doom
get into my house of horror
it fills you up with sorrow
if you try to clear your mind
lies are gonna make you blind
welcome into my house of horror
a dark childhood never ends
only a little chance to be
the past got it`s grip on you
there`s no chance to break free
always called an idiot
who never realised the truth
helpless between birth and death
since you lost your youth

dreaming from side to side
so deep, inside my head
the madness takes control
i fear the crawling death
inside a psycho theraphy
they can`t show me no way out
there is nothing i can see
to take a step out of the
crowd
please take me away from here
awake me from my dreams
try to count every tear
all i want is to live
without fear
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